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The effects of solar flares in the D-region ionosphere at two high-latitude
stations: Maitri (70.75°S, 11.75°E) and Abisko (68.4°N, 18.9°E), located in different
hemispheres are studied. We analyzed 37 M-class flares and 6 X-class flares of
the year 2014, which occurred when either or both stations were in the sun-
lit side of the Earth. Cosmic Noise Absorption (CNA) curves are obtained using
the datasets of riometers located at the two stations and are analyzed for all
the 43 events under study. This paper discusses: 1) relationship between CNA
and flare magnitude, 2) relationship between CNA and solar zenith angle (SZA),
3) hemispheric asymmetry in the observed solar flare associate CNA (or SCNA),
and 4) the effect of background ionospheric condition in the SCNA magnitude
at the two high latitude stations. It is observed that the solar flare effect in SCNA
strongly depends on the SZA and flare intensity. Our analysis reveals that the
flare response in SCNA for the year 2014 was stronger at Abisko than at Maitri.
There is an observed hemispheric asymmetry in the solar flare ionization at
D-region ionosphere for the given latitude. This asymmetry can be attributed
to the previously enhanced background ionospheric ionization during particle
precipitation processes. This study shows the need to establish an empirical
relationship between the observed CNA vs. flare intensity, SZA and latitudinal
position; especially when we go higher in latitudes.

KEYWORDS

solar flare effects, d-region ionization, cosmic noise absorption, high latitude dynamics,
solar ionization

1 Introduction

Cosmic noise absorption, often referred to as cosmic radio noise absorption, involves
the attenuation or reduction in the intensity of radio signals emitted by celestial sources
due to various factors encountered as these signals travel through space and the Earth’s
atmosphere. This phenomenon has been extensively studied in the field of radio astronomy
and communication systems (Mitra and Shain, 1953; Little and Leinbach, 1959; Ansari,
1964). Numerous studies focus on characterizing the ionosphere’s properties, such as
electron density, electron temperature, and ion composition, to understand its behavior
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and its impact on cosmic radio signals. This includes research
involving ground-based receivers, satellite observations, and
numerical models to study ionospheric dynamics and variability.
The ionosphere exhibits frequency-dependent behavior concerning
cosmic noise absorption. Different frequencies experience varying
levels of absorption due to interactions between the ionosphere’s
charged particles and the incoming radio waves (Buzás et al.,
2023). Solar activity significantly influences the ionosphere and,
consequently, its impact on cosmic noise absorption. Literature
explores the effects of solar flares, geomagnetic storms, and other
space weather phenomena on the ionosphere, affecting absorption
patterns and intensity of cosmic radio signals. Understanding
ionospheric absorption is crucial in radio propagation studies,
especially for long-distance communication and navigation systems.
Research in this area often involves predicting and mitigating signal
losses caused by ionospheric absorption to improve communication
reliability.

Riometer is a very useful instrument to study and compare
the cosmic noise absorption variations at D-region altitudes of
the Earth’s ionosphere. It consists of passive antennas that uses
the background cosmic noise as the signal source to measure
the intensity of ionospheric disturbance (Little, 1954; Little and
Leinbach, 1958; Little and Leinbach, 1959). During quiet days, the
cosmic radio noise signal varies according to the sidereal time and
due to seasonal effects (Behera et al., 2014). When these radio waves
travel through the ionosphere, they interact with the medium and
can get attenuated in the D-region of the ionosphere (65–90 km)
(Jelly and Brice, 1967; Browne et al., 1995; Stauning, 1996). An
enhanced ionization will lead to more absorption of these trans-
ionospheric waves and hence decrease in its intensity. A difference
between the intensities of radio waves during a quiet time and a
disturbed times gives the amount of radiowave absorbed during that
disturbed period and is called Cosmic Noise Absorption or CNA
(Mitra and Shain, 1953; Little and Leinbach, 1959; Ansari, 1964).

The D-region electron density enhancement at high latitude is
primarily due to energetic particle precipitation during substorms
and polar cap absorption (PCA) events. Strong PCA events are
observed when high-energy (>10 MeV) protons from the Sun
impact the Earth’s atmosphere in the polar regions causing increased
ionization of the D-region (Bailey, 1964; Hargreaves et al., 1987;
Bland et al., 2018). The solar proton events (SPE) that eventually
lead to PCAs are associated with the solar flare activities originating
from the surface of the Sun (Bland et al., 2018). These solar flares
are also responsible for the emission of ultraviolet and soft X-rays
that can enhance the ionization in the D-region ionosphere over
the entire solar illuminated part. Solar radiation ionizes neutral
atoms and molecules in the Earth’s upper atmosphere, particularly
in the D and E layers of the ionosphere. This ionization increases
the density of free electrons in these ionospheric layers. These
additional free electrons can enhance the absorption of cosmic
radio waves passing through the ionosphere, particularly at certain
frequencies. Hence, during the daytime, enhanced photoionization
due to a flare causes an enhancement in the total number of electron-
neutral collisions leading to the attenuation of incoming radio waves
(Bhonsle, 1960; Brodrick et al., 2005; Bland et al., 2018).This further
leads to a corresponding increase in the absorption of cosmic radio
noise which is recorded using riometer and are called solar flare
associated CNA or SCNA (Stauning, 1996). SCNA usually lasts for

the duration of solar flare events and the observed magnitude is
usually less compared to the CNA observed during solar energetic
particle precipitation (P. Stauning, 1996; Longden et al., 2007). The
solar zenith angle is the angle between the Sun and the zenith
(directly overhead point) as observed from a specific location on
Earth. The solar radiation path through the atmosphere is shorter
when the Sun is near zenith and longer when it is closer to the
horizon. Consequently, the intensity of solar radiation reaching the
ionosphere varies with the solar zenith angle. Solar radiation ionizes
molecules in the Earth’s atmosphere, creating free electrons in the
ionosphere. The concentration of these free electrons influences
the absorption of cosmic noise. Smaller solar zenith angles can
result in greater ionization, leading to increased electron density
and potentially more significant cosmic noise absorption. Sarma
and Sharma. (1977) investigated experimentally the zenith angle
dependence of the flare-time absorption of SCNAs using datasets of
five widely spaced stations. A cos n x dependence was found with
n = 1·4 ± O·04. From the observations of solar flare on 15 April
1963 at five different stations using 30 MHz riometer, Horowitz
and Goldman. (1963) found that n was roughly 1.5. Investigations
conducted at various locations also concluded the value of n to be
nearly equal to 1.5 (Abdu et al., 1967; Sharma and Sarma, 1974).

Previous studies have shown the latitudinal and local time
dependence of SITEC (sudden increase of total electron content)
at high latitude during a solar flare event (Tsugawa et al., 2006).
The TEC observation is basically used to study the F-region
ionospheric disturbances and does not givemuch information about
the dynamics of the D-region ionosphere. The X-ray radiation
coming from the solar flares, however, penetrates deeper into the
atmosphere and ionizes the D-region. Hence, our focus is to study
the D-region response to solar-flare events at high latitudes. The
earlier reports, which discuss the effects of solar flares in the D-
region ionosphere have been mostly limited to the low and mid
latitudes (Mitra and Shain, 1953; Shain and Mitra, 1954; Bhonsle,
1960; Contreira et al., 2005; Singh Ashutosh et al., 2013; Quan et al.,
2020). These reports have shown the correlation between solar-flare
intensity and D-region response in terms of SCNA, radio signal
fading events, reflection height and electron density variation, by
using various instruments such as Riometer, VLF receivers and MF
radar. There are very limited reports on SCNA at high latitude
and not much is known about the characteristics and factors they
depend upon. Mainly, the reported events that have discussed the
dayside CNA at high latitudes are a result of SPE leading to PCAs,
ionospheric plasma drift during substorms, or particles falling into
the loss cone during gradient and curvature drift (DCNA) (Ansari,
1964; Matthews et al., 1988; Newell and Meng, 1992; Østgaard et al.,
1999; Behera et al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2016). Understanding the
effects of solar flare radiations at high latitude becomes more
complicated due to the additional ionization processes related
to particle precipitations with various sources. Ionosphere at the
polar cap regions is ionized by the direct access of solar wind
particles precipitating from the cusp region. At auroral regions, high
energy particles precipitate along the magnetic field lines eventually
producing optical auroras in the ionosphere and CNA in the D-
region. It is difficult to separate themagnitude of disturbance caused
by different processes if they occur simultaneously. Hence, in this
paperwe have focused on the solar flare events that occurredwithout
the simultaneous presence of substorms. We selected two near
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conjugate (geographic) stations for our study, Maitri (Geographic:
70.75°S, 11.75°E; Geomagnetic: 63.25°S, 53.96°E) and Abisko
(Geographic: 68.4°N, 18.9°E; Geomagnetic: 65.55°N, 100.1°E).
These stations are located at symmetrically opposite locations
geographically (near about latitudes in the two hemispheres and
near local times). In this study we have tried to address issues such
as: (1)What is the relationship between SCNA and intensity of flares
at the two locations? (2) How does the observed SCNA varies with
the solar zenith angle? (3) Is there any hemispheric asymmetry in the
observed SCNA for a given class of flare and solar zenith angle? (4)
And lastly, does the latitudinal position and background condition
affect the magnitude of SCNA.

The data and instrumentation part of this paper is discussed in
section 2. The observations of the SCNA events as detected from
Maitri and Abisko are presented in section 3. Section 4 provides
a summary and discussion of our results. Section 5 highlights the
conclusion.

2 Data and instrumentation

Riometer (Relative IonosphericOpacityMeter) is a passive radio
receiver that can be tuned to a certain frequency and be used
to measure the cosmic radio noise incident on the surface of the
Earth. Riometer canmeasure the decreased strength of cosmic radio
noise of solar and galactic origin during disturbed days which can
be used to interpret the enhancement in the ionization of the D-
region ionosphere (Little, 1954; Little and Leinbach, 1958; Little and
Leinbach, 1959).

We have used the riometer data of Maitri and Abisko for our
present analysis. The riometer located at Indian Antarctic base,
Maitri, has an operating frequency of 38.2 MHz and that located
at Finland station Abisko has 30 MHz operating frequency. The
method used in this paper to determine the CNA curves of Maitri is
extensively discussed by several authors (e.g., Mitra and Shain, 1953;
Tanaka et al., 2007; Moro et al., 2012; Behera et al., 2014). In this
method, we first determine the quiet day curve (QDC) by selecting
five quiet days of a given month. These quiet days are selected
using the Kp index, with Kp values being less than 3. The datasets
of these 5 days are averaged and the resultant is the QDC of that
month. The CNA is then calculated by using the formula given by
Tanaka et al., 2007:

CNA = 10 log (p2/p1) (1)

Where p2 is QDC value in power units and p1 is disturbed day
signal strength in power units.

For Abisko station, absorption datasets were provided by
the Sodankyla Geophysical Observatory, Finland (https://www.sgo.
fi/Data/Riometer/riometer.php).

3 Observations

We have analyzed the CNA response to solar flares at Maitri and
Abisko for the year 2014, which was the year of solar maxima of the
solar cycle 24, having themaximumnumber of solar flares observed.
There were in total 1776 C-Class Flares, 207 M-Class Flares and

16 X-Class Flares in the year 2014 (https://www.spaceweatherlive.
com/). Out of all these, the events for our study were shortlisted
on the basis of their time of occurrence. The time window that
was selected for the occurrence of a flare was from 07:00 UT to
15:00 UT. This was because the two stations under study were at
LT = UT+00:44 (Maitri) and LT = UT+01:16 (Abisko) and the
observations had to lie during the solar illuminated period of the
day for the two stations (∼08:00 LT to ∼16:00 LT). Since these
stations lie in twodifferent hemispheres, either of themwould always
fall in sun-lit hours, even at different seasons of the year. We also
concentrated our analysis only on the M class and X class flares
because below these classes no SCNA is observed at high latitudes
(Ogunmodimu et al., 2018).There were in total 37 M-class flares out
of 207 M-class flares and 6 X-class flares out of 16 X-class flares that
occurred in our desired time window (7–15 UT). Out of the six X-
class flares, three were during northern summer and three during
northern winter, ensuring equal distribution of intense flare events
during the year for our study.

3.1 Maitri Station CNA analysis

Figure 1 shows the CNA observations of Maitri Station for M
and X class flare events. The CNA curves have been plotted by using
the method discussed in the previous section. In each plot, x-axis
shows Time in UT and y-axis shows CNA in dB. The left column
illustrates the CNA curves of three M-class flare event occurring
on 02 February 2014 (M4.4 class), 16 October 2014 (M4.3 class)
and 05 November 2014 (M7.9 class). The start and end time of
each flare event is mentioned on the top of each plot. The values of
absorption for the three M-Class flares were 0.2 dB (for M4.4 class
flare), 0.2 dB (for M 4.3 class flare) and 0.4 dB (for M7.9 class flare)
for the 3 days respectively; and the observed CNAs lasted for the
duration of flare event. Similarly, the right column illustrates the
CNA curves observed at Maitri station for the three X-class flares
occurring in our specified time window. The observed CNAs were
of 0.4 dB (for X1.6 class flare on 22 October 2014), 0.58 dB (for X2
class flare on 26 October 2014) and 0.5 dB (for X2 class flare on 27
October 2014).

Figures 2A, B are bar plots showing number of solar flare events
and associated SCNA events observed at Maitri station for different
solar zenith angle values. The top bar plot shows that the maximum
number of the solar flare events among the events studied in this
paper had zenith angle in between 45° and 65°. Out of the forty-
three events under study, twenty-six events had solar zenith angle
in between 45 and 65°, eight had solar zenith angle in between 65
and 85° and nine events have solar zenith angle above 85. None of
the events had solar zenith angle less than 45.The lower panel shows
that the number of days we observe SCNA out of the total number of
solar flare events observed in a particular zenith angle range. All the
events that showed a presence of SCNA at Maitri station had zenith
angle between 45 and 65°.Therewere someflare events duringwhich
the datasets were not available for the given time range. There were
few events where we did observe CNA, but there was a substorm
event happening at the same time, whichmade it difficult to separate
the SCNA and the substorm associated CNA. The onset of these
CNAs started before the onset of the flare and lasted beyond that. It
is possible that during the time window of the flare event, we had a
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FIGURE 1
CNA curves of M class (left) and X class flares (right) for Maitri station. X-axis has time in UT and Y-axis has absorption values in dB. The time, class and
duration of each event is mentioned on the top of each panel.

FIGURE 2
The bar plot (A) shows the total number of M and X class solar flare events for a given solar zenith angle range for Maitri station; and (B) shows the
number of (1) events showing SCNA (2) events showing no SCNA (3) flare events coinciding with substorm activity and (4) events whose datasets had
gaps at the desired time, as observed at Maitri for a particular solar zenith angle range.

combined absorption due to both the processes, but there is no way
via which we could separate the effects. Hence, we excluded those
days from our statistics.

In Figure 3A, bar plot shows the total number of M1-M4 class
flare events, M4-M8 class flare events and X1-X3 class flare events
in the three solar zenith angle range. The corresponding number of
events observing SCNA and not observing SCNA for each category
is shown in lower bar plot of Figure 3B. It also shows that all the

six solar flare events that observed SCNA at Maitri in the solar
zenith angle range 45°–65° (Figure 2B) were from M4-M8 class and
X1-X3 class. There were a few solar flare events that did not show
corresponding SCNA even when they had a low solar zenith angle
(<65°) atMaitri.These were comparatively lower intensity solar flare
events falling is class smaller than M4. Hence, we can say that below
M4 class no absorption can be seen atMaitri location even if the solar
flare has low solar zenith angle. We also had an event M4-M8 class
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FIGURE 3
(A) Shows the total number of M1-M4 class flare events, M4-M8 class flare events and X1-X3 class flare events in different solar zenith angle ranges.
The corresponding number of events observing SCNA and not observing SCNA for each category is shown in bar plot (B) in the right column.

range having SZA in the 45°–65° range whwre the Riometer dataset
was not present.

3.2 Abisko station CNA analysis

Figure 4 shows the Abisko station’s CNA plots, each associated
with five M-Class flares and four X-class flares respectively.
These flare events happened during the desired time window
in the year 2014 and showed absorption at Abisko station.
The datasets were obtained on request from the official
website of Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (https://www.sgo.
fi/Data/Riometer/rioData.php). The left column shows CNA plots
of M-class flares and the right panel shows the CNA plots of X-class
flares. The time and duration of each flare event is mentioned on
top of each plot. The M1.8 class flare on 12 June 2014 occurring at
09:23 UT showed 0.25 dB absorption; M2.7 class flare on 12 June
2014 occurring at 10:14 UT showed 0.4 dB absorption; M2.5 class
flare on 31 July 2014 showed 0.4 dB absorption; M5.9 class flare on
24 August 2014 occurring at 12 UT showed 0.7 dB absorption; and
M2.5 class flare on 03 September 2014 occurring at 1320 UT showed
0.4 dB absorption. The right panel on the other hand shows CNA
plots of four X-class flare events. The X2.2 class flare on 10 June
2014 at 11:36 UT showed absorption of 2 dB; X1.5 on 10 June 2014
showed 1.8 dB absorption at 12:36 UT; X1 class flare on 11th June at
08:59 UT shows 1 dB absorption; X2 class flare on 26 October 2014
showed 1 dB absorption at 10 UT.

Figures 5A, B show the bar plots of number of solar flare events
and CNA events observed at Abisko station for different solar zenith
angle values. The top bar plot shows that there were fourteen out of
total 43 M and X class solar flare events present in the desired time
window having solar zenith angle in between 45 and 65°. Fourteen
events also had zenith angle between 65 and 85° and fifteen had

solar zenith angles above 85°. Out of the fourteen events having
solar zenith angle between 45 and 65°, Abisko station observed
CNA for eight events. Three events did not show CNA, two events
had coinciding substorm associated CNA and one event had data
gap, out of these fourteen events. Out of the next fourteen events
having solar zenith angle between 65 and 85°, only one event
showed absorption atAbisko andone event had coinciding substorm
CNA. None of the fifteen events that had solar zenith angle above
85° showed absorption at Abisko station. This plot shows a clear
dependency of absorption with the solar zenith angle. Although,
there are almost same number of events present at all the three solar
zenith angle range, the maximum CNA events are present during
45°–65° range.

Figure 6A shows the total number of M1-M4 class flare events,
M4-M8 class flare events and X1-X3 class flare events at Abisko in
the three solar zenith angle ranges. The corresponding number of
events observing SCNA and not observing SCNA for each category
is shown in lower bar plot, Figure 6B.Abisko shows SCNA in all solar
flare intensity range having SZA 45°–65°. In the 65°–85° SZA range
only one X-class flare shows associated SCNA.

4 Discussion

We observed the Cosmic Noise Absorption (CNA) response
of 43 M and X class solar flare events for the year 2014 occurring
in between 07:00 UT and 15:00 UT for two high latitude stations,
Maitri and Abisko. Table 1 summarizes the class of flares, date of
occurrence, time duration of flare event, solar zenith angle and CNA
observed at Maitri and Abisko of all forty-three events under study.

Out of the forty-three events studied, Maitri station showed
CNA for six events. These were 3 M-class and 3 X-class flare events.
Abisko station on the other hand showed CNA for nine events, out
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FIGURE 4
CNA curves of M class (left) and X class flares (right) for Abisko station. X-axis has time in UT and y-axis has absorption values in dB. The time, class and
duration of each event is mentioned on the top of each panel.

FIGURE 5
In this figure, (A) the top bar plot shows the total number of M and X class solar flare events for a given solar zenith angle range for Abisko station; and
(B) the bottom bar plot shows the number of (1) events showing CNA (2) events showing no CNA (3) flare events coinciding with substorm activity and
(4) events whose datasets had gaps at the desired time, as observed at Abisko for a particular solar zenith angle range.

of which five were M-class and four were X-class. There is a clear
asymmetry in the flare associated CNA observations for these two
locations, with Abisko showing more absorption than Maitri.

Table 1 shows the solar zenith angle (SZA) range within which
one can expect SCNA at the two locations. For Maitri station we
do not observe any SCNA for SZA higher than 65°, as shown in
Figure 2. For Abisko, although there are almost same number of
events distributed in all the SZA ranges, themaximum SCNA events
were observed in the SZA range 45–65°, as shown in Figure 5. From

table 1 we also see that the highest value of SZA for M-Class flare
that shows CNA was 62° for Maitri and 62.9° for Abisko. Hence, in
general, the cutoff value of SZA for SCNA associated with M-class
flare at high latitude could be near 62°. For X-class the highest SZA
showing CNA was 62.6° for Maitri and 82.3° for Abisko. This huge
difference in the cutoff SZA of X-class for the two stations can be
because there was no X-class flare with SZA between 62.6° and 93.6°
at Maitri. Hence, we cannot comment on whether Maitri can show
CNA for SZA near 82° or not.
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FIGURE 6
This figure is similar to Figure 3. (A) Shows the total number of M1-M4 class flare events, M4-M8 class flare events and X1-X3 class flare events in
different solar zenith angle ranges. (B) The corresponding number of events observing SCNA and not observing SCNA for each SZA and flare class
category is shown for Abisko station.

Figure 7 shows the intensity of absorption observed at Maitri
and Abisko for different classes of flare events along with the solar
zenith angle (SZA).The purple curves in the figure shows the class of
flare vs. CNAplot forMaitri station and the orange curves forAbisko
station. For bothMaitri andAbisko the value of SCNA increaseswith
an increase in the class of flare. Which means, the SCNA directly
depends upon the intensity of flare.

For the M-class flares, no absorption was observed below M4.3
class at Maitri. However, for Abisko the lowest class of flare to
observe SCNA was M1.8. Maitri and Abisko also did not show
absorption for some of theM-class flares higher thanM4.3 andM1.8
(respectively) because the SZA were higher than the cutoff SZA for
these two locations (∼62° SZA). Hence, the intensity of flare and
SZA cumulatively determines the presence of SCNA. For X-class
flares, both the stations show higher absorption than comparatively
the M-class flares. Maitri station shows absorption for the three
X-class flares occurring during southern hemisphere summer or
northern winter (October 2014). On the other hand, Abisko shows
absorption for four X-class flare, three occurring during northern
summer (June 2014) and one during northern winter (October
2014). Interestingly, the three X-class flares that occurred during the
northern winter (October 2014) had SZA almost same at Abisko (as
shown in Table 1) and were also of similar intensity. The Kp were
also nearly same at the time of solar flares on these 3 days. The
noticeable point here is that only one of them showed absorption
at Abisko which occurred during local noon, the other factors being
the same. It would be interesting to check in future whether there is
any relationship between the local time of the station and the SCNA
observation and why.

In general, the intensity of SCNA observed at Abisko was
more than Maitri for similar class of flare and SZA (Figure 7).
Now, according to the Appleton-Hartree equation, collisional

(ν) absorption (A [db]) of radiowaves (ω) in the ionosphere
at frequencies much larger than the local plasma frequencies
(non-deviative absorption) decreases with the square of the wave
frequency, i.e.,; dA ∼ ν/(ν2+ω2) along the path (Davies, 1990;
Alessandro et al., 2014).Thus, the absorption in [db] for the 30 MHz
riometer in Abisko should be larger than that for the 38 MHz
riometer in Maitri by the factor 382/302 (∼1.6). This may explain,
up to certain extent, the reason for observing more absorption
at Abisko than Maitri for a given class of flare and solar zenith
angle. However, that is not the only reason for Abisko observing
more absorption than Maitri, as it cannot explain certain features.
For example,: (1) For the X2 class flare occurring on 26 October
2014, Maitri and Abisko observed absorption of 0.58 dB and 1 dB
respectively. The ratio of absorptions is ∼1.7, which is close to
what we expect, but there is a huge difference between the SZA
of the two stations. At Maitri it is 60.4° and at Abisko it is 82.3°.
If the differences in absorption at two stations are only due to the
difference in the radio wave frequencies, it would eliminate the
dependency of SZA with the observed SCNA, which is not true.
For higher solar zenith angle the observed SCNA should be less,
hence the ratio should have been less than ∼1.6 in this case. (2) For
the M4.3 class flare on 16 October 2014, the observed absorption
at Maitri station was 0.2 dB at 60-degree SZA. On the other hand,
for the M2.5 class flare on 3 September 2014, Abisko observed
0.4 dB absorption at 62.9° SZA. Abisko observed almost two times
the absorption at Maitri for similar class of flare and SZA. One
would expect this ratio to be either less than or equal to ∼1.6,
as the class of flare was a bit lower at Abisko and the SZA was
slightly higher.

There appears to be a clear hemispheric asymmetry in the
observation of SCNA at high latitudes. This asymmetry could
be due to the ionospheric condition and latitudinal position of
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TABLE 1 The class of flare, date and time of occurrence, solar zenith angle and CNA observed at Maitri and Abisko stations of all the 43 solar flare events
that occurred in the year 2014 from 7:00 to 15:00 UT.

SlNo Flare
class

Date Time (in UT) (start;
max; end)

Maitri (GLat = 70S;
GLong = 11E) (Mlat
= 63S; MLong =

54 E)

CNA
(maitri)

CNA
(abisko)

Abisko (Glat =
68 N; Glong =
18.9 E) (MLat =

65.42 N; MLong =
101 E)

1 M1.3 4/1/14 1016; 1025; 1041 51.4 0 0 92.6

2 M7.2 7/1/14 1007; 1013; 1037 51.9 No data 0 92.7

3 M1.4 28/1/14 1134; 1138; 1141 52.8 0 0 86.6

4 M1.3 28/1/14 1233; 1246; 1250 52.3 0 0 86.9

5 M4.4 2/2/14 0924; 0931; 0936 60.0 0.2 0 89.2

6 M1.4 4/2/14 0938; 0949; 0958 59.4 0 0 87.7

7 M1.6 14/2/14 1229; 1240; 1245 57.4 0 0 81.6

8 M1.1 14/2/14 1321; 1328; 1339 58.2 0 0 82.9

9 M1.2 16/2/14 0920; 0926; 0929 64.6 0 0 85.0

10 M1.1 24/2/14 1103; 1117; 1142 62.1 0 0 78.1

11 M1.3 24/2/14 1200; 1205; 1210 61.1 0 0 77.8

12 M1.7 11/3/14 1158; 1207; 1214 66.8 0 0 72.1

13 M2.5 12/3/14 1055; 1105; 1111 68.4 0 0 72.2

14 M2.1 30/3/14 1148; 1155; 1202 74.4 0 0 64.6

15 M7.3 18/4/14 1231; 1303; 1320 81.7 0 No data 58.9

16 M5.3 8/5/14 0959; 1007; 1018 99.0 Substorm Substorm 53.7

17 X2.2 10/6/14 1136; 1142; 1144 93.6 0 2 45.4

18 X1.5 10/6/14 1236; 1252; 1303 93.6 0 1.8 46.1

19 X1 11/6/14 0859; 0906; 0910 99.0 0 1 51.0

20 M1.8 12/6/14 0923; 0937; 0942 97.6 0 0.25 49.8

21 M2.7 12/6/14 1014; 1021; 1027 95.7 0 0.4 47.9

22 M1.1 15/6/14 1110; 1139; 1150 93.9 0 0 45.1

23 M1.4 01/7/14 1105; 1123; 1159 94.0 0 0 45.5

24 M2.5 31/7/14 1101; 1114; 1121 89.4 0 0.4 50.5

25 M3.4 21/8/14 1319; 1331; 1342 83.4 Substorm Substorm 58.8

26 M5.9 24/8/14 1200; 1217; 1225 81.4 0 0.7 57.6

27 M2.5 3/9/14 1320; 1354; 1423 79.6 0 0.4 62.9

28 M4.3 16/10/14 1258; 1303; 1305 62.0 0.2 0 78.9

29 M3.9 20/10/14 0900; 0911; 0920 65.0 Substorm Substorm 83.0

30 M1.2 21/10/14 1335; 1338; 1340 61.5 0 0 82.4

(Continued on the following page)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) The class of flare, date and time of occurrence, solar zenith angle and CNA observed at Maitri and Abisko stations of all the 43
solar flare events that occurred in the year 2014 from 7:00 to 15:00 UT.

SlNo Flare
class

Date Time (in UT) (start;
max; end)

Maitri (GLat = 70S;
GLong = 11E) (Mlat
= 63S; MLong =

54 E)

CNA
(maitri)

CNA
(abisko)

Abisko (Glat =
68 N; Glong =
18.9 E) (MLat =

65.42 N; MLong =
101 E)

31 X1.6 22/10/14 1402; 1428; 1450 62.6 0.4 0 83.9

32 M1.1 23/10/14 0944; 0950; 0956 62.4 0 0 81.7

33 X2 26/10/14 1004; 1056; 1118 60.4 0.58 1 82.3

34 X2 27/10/14 1412; 1447; 1509 60.9 0.5 0 85.6

35 M1.6 28/10/14 1354; 1406; 1423 60.4 0 0 86.3

36 M1.2 29/10/14 0954; 1001; 1006 59.5 0 0 83.2

37 M2.2 3/11/14 1123; 1153; 1217 55.3 0 0 83.8

38 M7.9 5/11/14 0926; 0947; 0955 59.4 0.4 0 86.9

39 M1 7/11/14 1013; 1022; 1030 56.1 0 0 85.6

40 M3.3 15/11/14 1140; 1203; 1210 51.9 no data 0 87.1

41 M1.5 05/12/14 1133; 1225; 1247 48.0 0 0 91.2

42 M1.3 19/12/14 0931; 0944; 0954 51.7 0 0 94.3

43 M1 21/12/14 1124; 1217; 1257 46.9 0 0 92.1

The table shows the list of all the M and X class flares that occurred in the year 2014 during the time window of 07 UT to 15 UT (when either of the two stations were at the sun-lit side of the
Earth). The bold datasets in the table correspond to the flare events during which SCNA was observed at either Maitri or Abisko.

FIGURE 7
The variation of CNA observed with an increase in flare class at Maitri and Abisko stations.

the two stations. Polar cap absorption, if intense enough, can
sometimes reach the auroral latitudes and enhances the background
ionospheric condition for SCNA. There were several intense solar
flare events that occurred in the month of October 2014. Following
these flares, the polar cap of the Earth is bombarded by energetic
particles of solar origin. These particles ionize the lower regions

of the ionosphere and can lead to intense absorption lasting for
a period of several days (Rose and Ziauddin, 1962; Bailey, 1964;
Hargreaves et al., 1987). Additionally, previous substorm events can
also alter the ionospheric conditions at auroral region. For example,
on 26 October 2014, although no substorm coincides with the
time of the occurrence of solar flare (10:04 UT to 11:18 UT),
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FIGURE 8
The left panel shows the HDZ components of the magnetic field variation at Abisko (Geographic: 68.4°N, 18.9°E; Geomagnetic: 65.55°N, 100.1°E)
station and the right panel shows that variation at Neumayer Station II (Geographic: 70.68°S, 8.28°W; Geomagnetic: 60.65°S, 42.2°E).

there was a substorm prior to it. We checked the H-component
variation at Abisko (Geographic: 68.4°N, 18.9°E; Geomagnetic:
65.55°N, 100.1°E; MLT = UT+1.8) and Neumayer Station II
(Geographic: 70.68°S, 8.28°W; Geomagnetic: 60.65°S, 42.2°E; MLT
= UT-1.91) which is close to Maitri (Geographic: 70.75°S, 11.75°E;
Geomagnetic: 63.25°S, 53.96°E; MLT = UT-1.17). These plots were
obtained from the Intermagnet Website (https://intermagnet.org/#
services) and is shown in Figure 8. The effect of the westward
electrojet was seen near Maitri (H-component variation at VNA
station shown in plot 8 shows a dip at the time of flare) but not
at Abisko (no significant H-component variation at ABK). Since
ionization due to particle precipitation is more intense than during
solar flare, it seems that the SCNA get reduced than it could be
during normal conditions. Hence, Abisko shows more absorption
than Maitri on 26 October 2014, even after having higher solar
zenith angle.

Hence, different ionospheric background conditions at the two
locations, viz Maitri and Abisko, might have led to the different
intensity of SCNA, resulting into the hemispheric asymmetry
observed. We would not expect this asymmetry for locations that
do not come under the effect of Substorms and PCAs. Thus, it
becomes important to notice which latitude we are looking at when
comparing the SCNA values.

5 Conclusion

The D-region response to the enhanced solar X-ray radiation
associated with intense solar flare events in the year 2014 is studied
in this paper, using CNA observations at two high latitude stations:
Maitri in the southern hemisphere and Abisko in the northern

hemisphere. Total 43 solar flare events (37 M-class and 6 X-class),
which occurred during the sunlit hours at these two stations are
investigated. It is observed that the SCNA amplitude depends upon
the intensity of solar flare for both M and X class flares and on
the solar zenith angle. The SZA plays crucial role and it is found
that the upper cutoff of SZA to observe the SCNA signature for
M-class flares at Maitri and Abisko is ∼62° for the year 2014. The
upper cutoff of SZA for the X-class flare appears to be different
at Maitri (63°) and Abisko (82.3°), which could be merely due to
the non-availability of any X-class flare with 63° < SZA <90° at
Maitri. For similar class of flare, there was a significant difference
in the SCNA intensity observed at Abisko, which is because of the
difference in SZA values.The higher SZA (82.3° for X2 class) showed
less absorption (1 dB) than the lower one (SZA 45.6° for X2.2 class,
absorption 2 dB). Apart from the intensity of flare and the solar
zenith angle, the latitudinal position and background condition can
also play an important role in the SCNA effects at high latitudes.
In general, for all the flare events, Abisko showed more absorption
than Maitri. We attribute this asymmetry to the to the background
condition of Maitri and Abisko due to the previously occurring
Substorms andPCAs. Since ionization due to particle precipitation is
more intense thanduring solar flare, it seems that the SCNAvalue get
reduced if preceded by any particle precipitation process than during
normal conditions. Hence, to completely understand the behavior of
SCNA, one needs to consider all the factor such as: flare intensity,
solar zenith angle, latitudinal position, background ionospheric
condition and frequency of radio wave as we go higher in latitudes.
An empirical relation needs be established by conducting a statistical
analysis of larger number of isolated SCNA events occurring at high
latitude station.
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